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Trump fanatics invade Capitol
as his presidency disintegrates

Hundreds of right-wing rioters storm the Capitol Building after being incited by Trump’s “Stop the Steal” speech on Jan. 6 in Washington, D.C.

BY JEFF MACKLER
Chaos and disarray marked an uneasy
Washington, D.C. political scene in the
days following the Wednesday, Jan. 6, violent assault and occupation of the Capitol Building after President Donald
Trump incited a mob that sought to prevent an in-session joint meeting of the
U.S. House of Representatives and Senate from certifying Joseph Biden’s Electoral College victory.
The several hundred rightwing rioters –
a small portion of the several thousands
that Trump mobilized for a rally earlier
in the day—carried Trump flags and
Confederate flags, an array of weapons
paraphernalia, military gear and noxious
gas explosives. They easily breached the
Capitol Police’s unusually thin line of security.
The raging Trumpists, virtually unhin-
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dered for two-plus hours, smashed Capitol building windows with iron bars, entered the Capitol Dome and took
possession of the Senate chambers.
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s office,
among several others, was occupied and
vandalized.
The handful of overwhelmed security
guards inside proved helpless to intervene. Some of the Capitol Police didn’t
hide their sympathy for the right-wingers
as they opened doors and literally took
selfies and high fived the rioters, according to a report by Amy Goodman’s Democracy Now!
Senate security officials organized the
hurried evacuation of the assembled
members of the House and Senate while
others barricaded the doors to the House
in an armed standoff against the marauding intruders.

This violent high drama spectacle was
captured live and broadcast around the
world, including videos of frightened
elected officials seeking refuge under
desks or laying on the floor as the
chamber was inundated with tear gas.
Trump’s mass rally
At least 25,000, perhaps 50,000 Trump
supporters had rallied earlier in the day at
the Ellipse near the White House for a
long planned Trump-initiated “Stop the
Steal” mobilization to challenge the joint
session’s expected Biden certification.
Said Trump in tweets to build the rally.
“Big protest in DC on January 6th. Be
there! Will be wild!”
Trump addressed the rally for an hour
proclaiming, “You’ll never take back our
country with weakness. You have to
show strength and you have to be strong.
We have come to demand that Congress

do the right thing and only count the electors who have been lawfully slated.” Declaring that he would “never
concede,” and claiming that he won the
election, Trump’s presidency was nevertheless disintegrating.
The joint session reconvened early the
next morning to certify Biden’s victory,
with 139 House members and 10 Senators dissenting. Hours later, a deflated
Trump, with his staff and cabinet
members resigning in droves, tweeted
that he would assist in the transition to
the new president but would not attend
Biden’s Jan. 20 inaugural.
Earlier in the day Trump promised to join
the planned “Stop the Steal” march down
Pennsylvania Avenue to the Capitol, but
instead immediately headed back to the
White House, where he later frantically
(continued on page 2
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phoned hoped-for-loyal Republicans, who
had been evacuated from the Capitol and
sequestered to safe and unidentified locations, to press them to reject Biden’s certification when the session resumed.
Trump’s son and featured rally speaker
Donald Trump Jr., denounced VP Mike
Pence and other Republicans for refusing
in advance to use the joint session to reject
Biden’s certification. The marching crowd
chanted, “Hang Mike Pence! Hang Mike
Pence!”
A Reuters photographer, Jim Bourg,
stated that he heard Capitol Hill rioters
declaring “they hoped to find Vice President Mike Pence and execute him by
hanging him from a Capitol Hill tree as a
traitor.” Pence was present when the
rioters later entered the chambers,
mocked, but unharmed.
Said Trump Jr. at the rally, “We’re coming for you and we’re going to have a good
time doing it.” Trump’s personal attorney,
Rudolf Giuliani, who previously played a
key role in filing some 60 failed lawsuits
challenging the election results, egged on
the crowd of rightwingers, “Let’s have trial
by combat… Stand up and fight!”
Minimal police presence at Capitol
With regard to calling on security forces
to defend the beleaguered and occupied
Capitol, not to mention to rescue the sequestered congresspersons and senators,
the increasingly disoriented Trump,
viewing the moment as his last hope to
retain his presidency, played no role.
In his absence, VP Pence took charge of
calling in various police agencies to protect House and Senate members. In a
matter of hours, not minutes, a virtual
army of National Guard troops, Capitol
Police, FBI and other armed forces appeared and slowly, gently to be sure,
cleared the area following the DC Mayor
Muriel Bowser’s declaration of a 6:00 pm
curfew.
Most of the occupying racist bigots
were initially allowed to freely leave the
premises. The great portion of the original marchers that headed toward the Capitol, wanting no part of a confrontation
with security officials, gradually dispersed and disappeared. But thousands
remained to cheer on the insurrectionists.
Capitol Police shot and killed one of the
intruders, 35-year-old Air Force veteran
Ashli Babbitt of San Diego, later described
by officials as a strong QAnon conspiracy
theory believer. Four other Trump supporters outside the Capitol were later reported to have died due to unspecified
“medical emergencies.”
Some 14 rioters were initially arrested;
83 more were subsequently taken into police custody as of Jan. 9. One member of
the Capitol Police died, reportedly from
injuries inflicted from a fire extinguisher.
DC Mayor Bowser, in anticipation of
planned acts of violence from organized
rightwing groups, including the neo-fascist
Proud Boys, had earlier in the week requested the Pentagon to deploy the Na-
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tional Guard. Weeks before the event thousands of Facebook and Twitter communications revealed violent far right
intentions. Her request was denied according to some reports, on Trump’s orders.
The stunning absence of Capitol security,
especially when some 535 members of the
House and Senate were present – the formal elected national leadership of the U.S.
– appeared to be no accident. A day after
the security fiasco, with lawmakers demanding accountability from responsible
officials and an investigation demanded
by Republican leader Mitch McConnell,
among others, Capitol Police Chief
Steven Sund submitted his resignation.
By the end of Thursday, the top security
officials in the Capitol also resigned including Senate Sergeant-At-Arms Michael Stenger and his House equivalent.
Resignations from Trump’s team
VP Pence’s recent break with Trump in
refusing to use the proceedings to challenge the election results put him among
a rapidly growing group of top Republican officials who have deserted
Trump’s two-month campaign to retain
the presidency.
Resigning Trump cabinet members immediately following the Jan. 6 Capitol
takeover included Transportation Secretary Elaine Chao and Education Secretary Betsy DeVos. Said DeVos in her
resignation letter to Trump, “There is no
mistaking the impact your rhetoric had

on the situation.”
No doubt, DeVos, Trump’s reactionary
champion of the privatization of public
education and the sister of Trump pal Erik
Prince, founder of the private mercenary
army corporation, Blackwater USA, (now
called Academi) chose resigning rather
than take the political risk of voting
against Trump’s removal should Pence invoke procedures to do so under the 25th
amendment to the Constitution.
Mick Mulvaney, a former White House
chief of staff, who is now U.S. special
envoy for Northern Ireland, also quit
Trump’s administration as did a number
of White House officials, including deputy national security adviser, Matthew
Pottinger, and Stephanie Grisham, chief
of staff and press secretary to first lady
Melania Trump.
Trump fired a State Department official,
Gabriel Noronha, who wrote that the
president was “entirely unfit to remain in
office.”
Noronha tweeted, “President Trump fomented an insurrectionist mob that attacked the Capitol today. He continues to
take every opportunity to obstruct the
peaceful transfer of power. These actions
threaten our democracy and our Republic.
Trump is entirely unfit to remain in office,
and needs to go.” Noronha added, “All
government officials swear to uphold and
defend the Constitution. That is where our
loyalties must lie, not to any man or political party.”
After Chad Wolf, acting Department of
Homeland Security secretary, urged
Trump to “strongly condemn the violence” at the U.S. Capitol. Trump removed him as the president’s nominee to
head the agency.
Former Attorney General William Barr,
who resigned just before Christmas, said
that Mr. Trump’s conduct on Jan. 6 was a
“betrayal of his office and supporters.”
The kid glove treatment given by police
to the racist Trump-inspired mob stood in
marked contrast to last summer’s brutal
clubbing, gassing and blinding rubber
bullet firing violence against the peaceful
DC mass mobilizations to protest the
Minneapolis police murder of George
Floyd.
Trump took the lead in orchestrating
that horror, pretending to invoke the authority of the 1807 Insurrection Act.
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U.S Out of the Middle East!
Hands Off Iran, Syria & Afghanistan!

[Statement by Socialist Action
National Committee, January 5, 2021]
President Trump’s waning months at the
White House saw him cloistered with his
top National Security team of warmakers
to consider whether to launch yet another
round of deadly missile strikes against
Iran.
In the same time frame, the ongoing
U.S. imperialist war against Syria saw
multiple U.S.-Israeli-orchestrated missile
strikes across Syria ranging from its border areas adjacent to the Israeli-occupied
Golan Heights to the outskirts of Damascus.
Simultaneously, Trump and Co. feigned
a U.S. withdrawal from Afghanistan
aimed at casting his departing image as a
“man of peace” while Democrats and the
generals denounced the move of removing U.S. troops from anywhere!
As we go to press, Trump’s team has
virtually disintegrated. His top generals
— past and present — as well as his Defense Secretary and National Security
Adviser have resigned or disassociated
themselves from a president who two
months before his scheduled departure fatally believed that he could game the system and retain office against the real
decision makers – the U.S. capitalist
class.
Whether its titular heads are Republicans or Democrats makes no difference.
They are wedded to the U.S. war machine, capitalism’s chief guarantor for the
extraction of profits from poor and oppressed nations everywhere. No doubt,
Biden and the Democrats will seamlessly
slip into Trump’s imperialist clothing
without missing a beat.
Imperialism’s endless war on Iran
Trump, and before him, the Obama Administration — and no doubt Biden tomorrow — will press Iran for endless

concessions aimed at keeping its high
quality oil off the world marketplace.
Four months ago, the U.S. and Israeli
governments tried to conceal their role in
the July 2 massive bombing of Iran’s nuclear research facilities at Natanz. A New
York Times article entitled “LongPlanned and Bigger Than Thought: Strike
on Iran’s Nuclear Program,” authored by
veteran staff writer David E. Sanger, was
explicit:
“As Iran’s center for advanced nuclear
centrifuges lies in charred ruins after an
explosion, apparently engineered by Israel, the long-simmering conflict between
the United States and Tehran appears to
be escalating into a potentially dangerous
phase.”
A decade earlier, the U.S.-triggered cyberwar attack on Iran obliterated nearly
1,000 operating centrifuges at Natanz –
near the site of the July 2020 explosion
and fire.
Sanger concluded, “In some ways it
feels a bit like a decade ago, when the
George W. Bush administration handed
off the cyber operations to the Obama administration — part of a broad covert effort to cripple Iran’s nuclear program. At
the same time, the Israelis were killing
Iranian scientists.”
Yet again, the U.S. war machine contemplates death and destruction in the
Middle East based on the corporate
media-promoted myth that “civilized
leaders,” the likes of Biden, Trump,
Obama, Clinton and Bush, are the sole
guardians of justice, freedom and the
world’s “national security. Those who
disagree are branded as terrorists, religious zealots or “weapons of mass destruction” threatening tyrants.
The periodic U.S. wars against Iran
have nothing to do with “humanitarian”
concerns or “world security” and everything to do with the continued U.S. mili-

tary and economic domination of the
Middle East.
Sordid history of U.S. intervention
The 1953 CIA coup in Iran removed the
democratically-elected government of
Mohammed Mossadegh and replaced it
with the quarter century-long dictatorship
of the U.S.-imposed Shah Reza Pahlavi.
That war was conducted by the Republican Dwight Eisenhower, the president
who ominously first warned against the
danger of the rise to dominance of the
“military-industrial complex,” the post
WWII permanent war machine that came
to dominate world politics.
When the Iranian Revolution of 1979
drove the U.S.-imposed Shah from
power, the U.S. retaliated by orchestrating and financing 1980-88 Iran-Iraq War
that took the lives of a million Iranians
and 800,000 Iraqis. [The still ongoing
U.S. war and conquest of Iran’s neighbor
and ally Iraq, begun in 2003 and again in
2013 until this day, took the lives of 1.5
million Iraqis.]
On July 14, 2015, by virtue of the crippling U.S.-led European sanctions campaign, Iran was compelled to sign
the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
(JCPOA), a nuclear accord with six
major world powers – U.S., Russia, U.K.,
China, Germany, and France.
Aimed at substantially reducing Iran’s
alleged nuclear capabilities, but with zero
proof of Iranian intentions to build nuclear weapons, the accords provided for
the dismantling of thousands of uraniumenriching centrifuges, cease shipping tons
of low-enriched uranium to Russia, destroying the core of a heavy water reactor
capable of producing plutonium, and
agreeing to reconfigure Iran’s reactor so
as to produce less plutonium.
In exchange, the signers agreed to substantially lift the deadly U.S. and Euro-

pean sanctions imposed on Iran that had
reduced the economy and currency of the
world’s fourth leading oil producer and
region’s most viable state to catastrophic
levels.
Afghanistan and Syria wars continue
Repeatedly launched in the name of
thwarting Syria’s seeking aid from Iran,
Russia and other nations to challenge the
U.S./NATO/Gulf State monarchy’s “regime change” war on Syria, the U.S. imperialist “coalition” war has cost the lives
of 500,000 Syrians and destroyed much
of that country’s infrastructure.
The U.S./NATO-backed jihadist forces
– at one point occupying some twothirds, if not three-quarters of Syria –
have been largely defeated, with the
Trump administration forced to partially
withdraw some U.S. troops. Nevertheless, the remaining U.S. troops stood
perched on Syria’s fossil fuel northeastern region, “We got the oil,” Trump
bragged.
Not surprisingly, Biden’s Democrats
were opposed to any withdrawal from
Syria – even a fake “withdrawal” that
simply transferred U.S. troops to nearby
U.S. military bases in Iraq.
After 19 years and $2 trillion in Pentagon spending; after deploying more
than 120,000 U.S. troops at the highpoint
of the war – half of them U.S.-financed
via Blackwater and other privatized
mercenary and war crimes committing
forces accountable to no one; after more
than 460,000 direct and indirect civilian
deaths and 2,400 U.S. troops dead and
another 20,660 wounded – the war in Afghanistan continues.
The above figures, except for the
460,000 civilians killed due to the U.S.
war, are the official tallies of the U.S. Defense Department. They omit the estimated 55,000 dead among the
U.S.-trained and financed Afghan Army
forces as well as the dead and wounded
among the U.S.- organized “coalition” of
a dozen nations brought on board to lend
the appearance of an “international” war
on terror. We add to this bi-partisan horror the dead and wounded in neighboring
Pakistan where the U.S. has been drone
bombing with impunity for much of the
war’s duration.
Where do we stand
Since our formation 40 years ago, Socialist Action has helped to lead in the organization
of
broad,
national,
independent, united front-type antiwar
coalitions aimed at bringing millions into
the streets to challenge all U.S. wars. The
immediate and total withdrawal of all
U.S. forces from the Middle East, Afghanistan and around the world has been
our central objective. U.S. Out Now!
• We support the right of all poor and
oppressed nations to self-determination.
This includes their unconditional right to
seek and accept aid from other nations to
defend themselves. It also includes their
right to sign agreements with other nations that they deem necessary to defend
their sovereignty.
• We stand 100 percent opposed to all
U.S. and imperialist sanctions. Sanctions
are acts of war!We are 100 percent opposed to all nuclear weapons and call for
the total disarmament of all nuclear nations beginning with the U.S., the world’s
greatest nuclear power and the only nation ever to launch nuclear weapons (Hiroshima and Nagasaki).
• We oppose all U.S. wars against working people at home and abroad. Billions
for human needs, not a penny for U.S.
wars! Close all U.S. military bases!
• We support the right of the Palestinian
people to self-determination. End all U.S.
aid, military, economic and political, to
apartheid Israel! For a democratic secular
Palestine with the right of all Palestinians
to return to their homeland.
Join us. socialistaction@lmi.netsocialistaction.org
n
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Assange wins first round in UK Court

[Editors note: The article below was
written a few days before a UK court
ruled on Jan. 4 against the request of the
U.S. government to extradite Julian Assange to the U.S. to face spurious charges
under the Espionage Act that could place
Assange in prison for over 100 years.
While the ruling rejected the wide range
of civil liberties, free speech and democratic rights issues Assange’s attorneys
raised in his defense, it rejected extradition on the grounds that the horrendous
conditions that Assange would be subjected to in U.S. prisons would likely lead
to his death by suicide.
U.S. officials have stated that they will
appeal the UK decision to a higher court.
That process will take weeks, months or
years given that two additional levels of
the UK judiciary may be involved.
Meanwhile, the UK court, two days
later, denied Assange’s bail request on the
grounds that he would be a flight risk.
The Mexican government has offered Assange sanctuary. For detailed information on the U.S. national defense
committee for Julian Assange see: assangedefence.org]

this war on journalism means and what
WikiLeaks represents to all of us.
The collateral murder video
Since its public prominence in 2010
with the publication of the Collateral
Murder video, WikiLeaks has changed
the face of modern journalism. The release of this 2007 classified military footage, depicting a US Army helicopter
gunship attack in the Iraqi suburb of New
Baghdad, created an international sensation. At the time the video was posted online, the WikiLeaks website temporarily
crashed due to the massive influx of visitors, while versions popping up on YouTube reached millions.
This uncensored glimpse into a US invasion of a foreign land shocked the
American public, who has been kept well
insulated from the operational reality by
mainstream media. Visceral images of the
US army’s brutal murder of innocent civilians, including two Reuters’ journalists,
brought impetus for change. It affected
people profoundly, triggering anger, deep
sadness, and a sense of betrayal by their
own government.
The moving pictures unfolding in the
17-minute film display casual cruelty,

viewing the video published by WikiLeaks.
McCord recalled the moment he
grabbed the little girl from amidst the carnage and ran for help. Later that day, as
everyone ignored what had happened,
McCord could not. This was his moment
where that artificial wall between “enemy
combatant” and soldier crumbled. He recounted this experience:
“I went to my room to try to clean the
children’s blood from my uniform. Fighting back tears from what I’d seen, my
emotions were taking over; the very thing
that the army taught us not to do in war, I
was doing. My humanity and love for the
human race was overcoming everything
they taught me.”
Information that is freed becomes more
than just facts; it becomes a story whose
gentle lips tremble with urgency, aching
to speak. We begin to feel for each other,
and to remember our inherent obligations
to one another.
Courage and outrage are contagious
The courage that awakened our sense of
shared humanity became contagious. It
lifted a dark cloud of apathy and inspired
the hearts of the youth who grew up on

racy began to claim their own significance.
Chelsea Manning, with her extraordinary courage, stood up against the military industrial complex. She risked her
freedom and her life to halt the operation
of the machine that turns us into commodities, fodder for extractive capitalism.
By following a tiny voice of conscience,
she freed our brothers and sisters who had
become faceless and nameless objects,
enslaved by the subject position in US
imperial supremacy. She helped to restore
the primacy of the human heart. Assange
used journalism as a tool to defend this
sacred heart, allowing it to speak freely,
and to let the world hear its voice loud
and clear.
WikiLeaks publications gave dignity to
the victims of the senseless wars of the
US government and their allies.
The release of documents concerning
the US war on the Middle East revealed 15,000 previously unknown and
uncounted murdered Iraqis, and showed
20,000 civilians assassinated by massacre
and night raids in Afghanistan. Their
commitment to provide their full document archives to the public, with a very

with soldiers calling Iraq civilians “dead
bastards”, and congratulating each other
on the ability to kill in larger numbers.
Through the transparent lens of the WikiLeaks hourglass, their savagery is further
stripped bare, as the Weapons Arsenal
team is seen attacking a wounded person
attempting to crawl to safety.
Confronted by this bleak moral terrain,
many of us were overcome with despair
and hopelessness. Yet, it was not just destruction that was revealed to us. In the
forbidden landscape, made available by
the WikiLeaks source, a force was found
that could redeem the human spirit. It was
the conscience of an ordinary person
which gave new life to this grotesque
image of horrific death.
Former US Army analyst Chelsea Manning, through her act of whistleblowing,
shed light on the Bush era’s War on Terror. In witnessing everyday life in Iraq
under US military occupation, Manning
was able to gain access to a perspective
that had been suppressed.
In the scenes shot from the gunsight of
an Apache helicopter she saw another
person whose life was as precious as hers,
not the “enemy combatants” that she had
been trained to see. In that moment, she
was able to restore truth, articulated in her
words, “We’re human . . . and we’re killing ourselves.”
The heart of another also responded to
the life-affirming urge that gave Manning
the courage to act out of what she believed to be right. Former US army specialist Ethan McCord, who was involved
in the incident in New Baghdad, was captured on video rescuing the wounded
children from the vehicle targeted by the
Apache helicopter. He came forward after

the internet. Under the WikiLeaks banner,
people around the world came together to
engage in creative acts, harnessing the
new citizen journalism which carried
with it a torch of justice.
At the end of 2010, after WikiLeaks
began publishing troves of sensitive US
diplomatic cables, the organization came
under heavy pressure by the US government and its allies. Help for the whistleblowing site swiftly emerged from deep
inside the web.
When the Tunisian government blocked
the release of the US diplomatic cables,
benevolent hackers who were sympathetic to the whistleblowing site came
and redirected Tunisian government websites to WikiLeaks and exposed the corruption of the Ben Ali regime.
At the same time, distributed denial of
service (DDoS), the digital equivalent of
a sit-in protest, was carried out providing
some redress of grievances by temporarily disabling Tunisian government
websites.
When an extrajudicial financial blockade was imposed on WikiLeaks by PayPal, Visa, MasterCard and others refusing
to process donations to the organization,
the loosely tied online network, Anonymous, sprung into action in support of
WikiLeaks. They engaged in online protests to defend free speech.
The spirit of revolt moving across digital screens began to push the internet generation out onto the streets. From the
Arab Spring to the Occupy Wall Street
movement,
WikiLeaks publications sparked global
revolutionary uprisings. Empowered by
information, ordinary people who had
been rendered spectators in our democ-

rigorous redaction process in place, made
it possible for a German citizen—
kidnapped and tortured by the CIA after
being mistakenly identified as a terrorist— to obtain justice.
Together, Manning and Assange gave us
all a gift of seeing ourselves truthfully, to
regard each other’s life as being valuable.
This awakening of our hearts to our
shared humanity opened a possibility for
a society based on a principle of love. It
is a world beyond borders, where we can
relate to one another on a plane of equality, without oppressive mechanisms that
separate us.
For this act of liberation, WikiLeaks has
been declared an enemy by nearly every
powerful state. Assange has been character assassinated, arbitrarily detained without charge for years, and his human rights
have been seriously violated. He has been
psychologically tortured and spied on. He
is now held inside London’s maximumsecurity prison, alongside murderers and
terrorists, facing the risk of extradition to
the US, where he could receive no fair
trial.
Julian Assange is a journalist, computer
programmer and human rights defender.
He is a son, a father of two young children and a partner of his loving fiancée.
He is a hero and champion of the oppressed, who dedicated his life to crush
bastards and nurture the vulnerable. He is
our brother who believes in each of us,
our ability to self-determine a course of
our lives. He is you and me. He is all of
us. History will be kind to our friend.
Nozomi Hayase, Ph.D., is an essayist
and author of “WikiLeaks, the Global
Fourth Estate: History Is Happening”
(2018). Twitter: @nozomimagine

BY NOZOMI HAYASE
On January 4, 2021 the London Court
will release the hearing verdict of WikiLeaks publisher Julian Assange’s US extradition case. The indictment against
Assange is politically motivated. Judge
Vanessa Baraitser, who is presiding over
the hearings, has even acknowledged the
political nature of this case when she decided not to rule until at least after the US
presidential election on November 3,
2020.
The verdict will not only determine
whether Assange lives or dies, but also
the future of journalism. The extra-territorial overreach involved in the US government charging a journalist who
exposed their war crimes under the Espionage Act threatens press freedom everywhere.
This is why all major media and human
rights organizations have now stepped
forward to oppose the extradition proceedings against Assange.
Their message is clear. Publishing documents that are verified to be authentic
and are of public interest is not a crime.
It is a central role of the press in a functioning democracy to defend the public’s
right to know, and to help keep the government honest. WikiLeaks has done exemplary work in fulfilling this duty. This
is journalism, and journalism is not a
crime.
The attempted prosecution of Assange
is already creating chilling effects on
journalists, with a dangerous precedent
having been set.
One Turkish journalist has now been
sentenced to more than 27 years in prison
for allegedly supporting terrorism and engaging in political espionage. As we now
face a critical moment for our democracy,
it is important for us to think about what
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BY GLEN FORD,
The Black misleaders have been busy
selling out Black people for half a century, but are still only barely tolerated by
the rich man’s Democratic Party and its
racist figurehead, President-elect Joe
Biden.
The Black Misleadership Class continues its descent into utter political irrelevance, dragging 48 million African
Americans ever deeper into the abyss
with them. Like a soap opera whose central pathologies endure through decades
of changing casts of characters, the misleaders cling to their demeaning subservience to the Democratic Party in hopes
of one day becoming honored and respected partners.
The Black supplicants are always betrayed, of course, but prefer a bad marriage to no relationship at all. Indeed, the
Black misleaders and the Democrats
have been locked in what Malcolm X
would describe as a house Negro/slave
master relationship for so long – certainly since the late Sixties – that the
Black junior partner knows no other way
to behave.
In the latest installment of “The Black
and the Powerless,” the usual gaggle of
national Black civic organizations are
awarded a closed-door Zoom meeting
with their love-object, president-elect Joe
Biden.
These civic leaders respectfully requested that the Party protect the voting
rights of its most loyal constituency, and
use the powers of the executive branch to
curtail the police violence that has
plagued the Black community since the
days of the slave-disciplining “paddyrollers” – in addition to their perennial
concern that more Black faces be elevated to high places in the new administration. However, as senior editor
Margaret Kimberley recounts in a recent
issue of Black Agenda Report, Biden immediately put the house Negroes in their
place.
“In a loud voice and in the manner of a
bullying boss, Biden dashed any hopes
that he would use executive orders to
enact policies that he can’t get passed because of Republican congressional opposition. He accused Melanie Campbell of
the National Coalition on Black Civic
Participation, of not reading his policy
paper because she disagreed with him.
He was vehement about not using the
power of executive orders to thwart congressional Republicans and claimed concerns about constitutionality as an excuse
for doing as little as he possibly can.”
As Margaret Kimberley observed, it is
unclear who leaked the Zoom meeting –
either one of the Black participants or
Biden, himself, to demonstrate his eagerness to put the Black notables in their
place and warn them not to encourage
Black Lives Matter’s demand to defund
the police. “We’re not,” said the Great Incarcerator, ruling out any rollback of the
cops. “We’re talking about holding them
accountable. We’re talking about giving
them money to do the right things.”
Melanie Campbell, president of the National Coalition on Black Civic Participation (NCBCP) and convener of the
Black Women’s Roundtable, wrote the
letter that requested the lopsided Zoom
meeting, which included NAACP President Derrick Johnson; former Department of Justice Civil Rights Division
leader Vanita Gupta; National Action
Network founder Rev. Al Sharpton; Sherrilyn Ifill, NAACP Legal Defense Fund;
Marc Morial, president of the National
Urban League; Kristen Clarke, executive
director of the National Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law; and
New Orleans congressman Cedric Richmond, who will serve Biden as director
of the White House Office of Public Engagement .
Clearly, Biden was not impressed by
these would-be power-brokers, knowing
that the Black misleaders have no bite
and have not even dared to bark in the
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“We’re not [for defunding the police],”
said the Great Incarcerator, ruling out any
rollback of the cops. “We’re talking about
holding them accountable. We’re talking
about giving them money to do the
right things.”
half a century since they collaborated in
shutting down the Black Liberation
Movement to become operatives of the
rich man’s political duopoly. In the
21st century, the misleaders have so debased themselves at the feet of Democratic power, it is impossible for the
Party’s leaders to pretend they represent
a constituency beyond themselves.
The Democratic Party has long understood that the Black civic organizations –
having no mass movement behind them –
need the Democrats more than the Party
needs them. Back in 2004, during the
Kerry-Bush presidential contest, the
Democrats humiliated and defunded the
whole Black civic society menagerie, cutting them out of the seasonal get-out-thevote money that many had grown
dependent upon for operating expenses
— as well as to maintain the illusion of a
Black partnership with Power.
As I reported for The Black Commentator in “Black Anger, White Money: A
Crisis for Black Leadership,” Democratic
fat cats like George Soros decided that the
money men who subsidized the Party
could jettison the Black civic nuisances at
no political cost. Operating through socalled “527” outfits and paying “$8 to $12
an hour for door-to-door canvassers,” the

white Democratic billionaires “supplanted (usurped might be a better word)
the electoral functions previously performed by mainstream Black organizations such as the 84-member National
Coalition on Black Civic Participation
(NCBCP).”
Unceremoniously dumped and defunded at the height of the (losing) campaign, the so-called “civil rights
community” nonetheless continued to
beg for a mission that would make them
seem important to their political masters.
“It’s insulting that none of us who have
been responsible for most registration
and turnout are at the table determining
priorities,” said Rev. Jesse Jackson, Sr.,
of Rainbow/PUSH Coalition. NCBCP
executive director Melanie L. Campbell
declared, “There is something wrong
when groups who have closed the gap on
enfranchisement with our track record
and our history of protecting the vote are
not getting funding.”
The late Professor Ron Walters, a board
member of NCBCP, sensed that the
Democrats saw Black civic organizations
as more of a burden than an asset. “There
appears to be a dedicated campaign by
the party leadership, the Kerry campaign
and now ancillary funding organizations

to build some political distance between
themselves and key traditional leaders of
the party base,” said Walters.
Sixteen years later, the “civil rights”
community are singing the same tired
song, still desperate to justify their status
as a barely tolerated annex of a rich white
man’s party.
The next year, 2005, Hurricane Katrina
struck New Orleans, scattering two-hundred thousand Black residents to the four
winds. Fearing that a too-close association with Black people would hurt the
Democrats’ chances to recapture the U.S.
House in 2006, Party leader Nancy Pelosi
refused to hold hearings on the catastrophe and barred Black Democratic congresspersons from attending Republican
hearings on Katrina. As I wrote in The
Black Commentator article “Katrina
Shock: Therapy for Black America ”:
“Only Georgia congresswoman Cynthia
McKinney broke the Pelosi-invoked boycott. She attended every session, and
made good use of the experience, challenging the administration’s witnesses
every step of the way. The rest of the
Black Caucus abstained from the hearings except for the occasional appearance
of New Orleans Black Rep. William Jefferson, who, as a representative of the affected region, was given a pass by
Pelosi.”
The Black Caucus has never–
and should never – recover any vestige of
dignity after putting the Democratic Party
ahead of hundreds of thousands of poor
and exiled Black people. They are still
kissing Pelosi’s butt and draping her with
kente cloth. Shameless and worthless, the
vast bulk of the Black Caucus are totally
in sync with their new leader’s racist politics and will not have to pretend to be
soulmates with Old White Joe.
In 2014, 80 percent of the Black Caucus
voted to continue the Pentagon
program to arm local police departments
to the teeth, and in 2018 three out of four
Blacks in the House supported making
cops a “protected class.” They hate Black
Lives Matter and its “defund the police”
demand as much as Biden does, and have
no solidarity with anyone except their
own grasping, self-centered, hustling
class.
The only solution is an independent,
people-centered movement.
Dec. 17, 2020
Glen Ford, Black Agenda Report Executive Editor can be contacted
at Glen.Ford@BlackAgendaReport.com
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Why the ruling class installed Biden over Trump

BY JEFF MACKLER
President de-elect and wannabe but
failed coup plotter Donald Trump suffered under the delusion that he ran the
country, that he could effectively rescue
it from the “Washington, D.C. swamp
dweller-insiders,” who he repeatedly
dubbed the “dark state.”
Trump never defined this entity but repeatedly argued that it was responsible
for malicious deeds, like rigging elections, offshoring jobs, coddling Muslims
(“Islamic terrorists”) and Latin American
“rapist immigrants, or even engaging in
foreign wars to line the pockets of the
military-industrial complex. An opportunist politician to be sure, he added his
opposition to military adventures on occasion when his pollsters indicated that
he might garner some votes from the general population that increasingly opposed
U.S. wars.
Trump’s rightwing populist appeals
were laced with racism, sexism and strident tirades against alleged Democratic
Party “socialism.” For a few votes, he
was capable of endless hyperbole – “I am
the best president for Black people since,
Abraham Lincoln,” or “I aced the intelligence test” periodically administered to
presidents to check for Alzheimer’s disease.
He posed himself as a physically and intellectually superior individual, nearly invulnerable to COVID-19, an anti-science
reactionary, advocate of the survival of
the fittest “herd immunity” hoax, and a
global warming denier.
He posed himself as an endearing personality with the capacity to circumvent
traditional diplomatic channels to make
personal “deals” with controversial world
leaders that had eluded his predecessors
for decades.
He lent backhanded support to tiny neofascist hate groups as if to hold them in
reserve for future encounters with alleged
violent anti-police Black protestors, while
viewing the Pentagon establishment and
its military as under his absolute control.
In the name of defending U.S. jobs he
presumed to bypass established international trade organizations set up by the
ruling rich to moderate conflicts to the
advantage of the dominant powers.
He similarly abandoned some leading
U.S. corporations to impose stringent tariffs on allegedly offending competitor nations.
In short, on some critical issues – not all
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He posed himself as a physically and
intellectually superior individual,
nearly invulnerable to COVID-19,
an anti-science reactionary, advocate
of the survival of the fittest “herd immunity” hoax, and a global warming denier.
to be sure – this egomaniac narcissist presumed to stand above the U.S. ruling
class as a power unto himself.
When $trillions were at stake, as with
the usual bipartisan corporate bailouts,
tax cuts and “stimulus” legislation aimed
at shoring up the corporate elite, he was
an initially tolerated team player. When
he became an embarrassment to big capital he had to be dumped – in due time. A
resisting Trump thought otherwise.
Accident of history
Trump came to the U.S. presidency as
an accident of history – from out of nowhere with regard to previous establishment political credentials. He was a
“reality television” host on “The Apprentice” series that presumed to judge the
business acumen of competing would-be
entrepreneurs.
He was a failed gambling casino entrepreneur, a wannabe real estate mogul manipulator, tax dodger, womanizer and
successful business man personality who,
over the years became part of the social
set of wealthy and famous hangers-on
who partied together and were ever visible at endless philanthropic do-gooder
affairs and political fundraisers.
His 2016 Republican Party primary opponents, including important figures like
former Florida governor Jeb Bush, Texas
Senator Ted Cruz, Florida Senator Marco
Rubio and similar Republican leading
lights were pilloried by Trump as colorless, weak and indecisive old guard bureaucrats. He did the same with Hillary
Clinton and her Democratic Party primary contenders. They were no match for
Trump’s anti-establishment flamboyance
and braggadocio.
Losing the popular vote, Trump nevertheless succeeded in the anti-democratic
Electoral College and won the presidency. Riding a wave of broad populist
discontent, he defied the polls and won
the White House.

Trump was not the first “outsider” to
win major public office when a new face
emerged on the scene who appeared to
counter the previous business-as-usual
politics that were increasingly resented
by disillusioned millions who had lost
their jobs and their “middle class” standard of living to the economic exigencies
of a declining U.S. capitalism.
Californians had previously elected to
top posts Grade B movie stars (Ronald
Reagan), world class body-builders (Arnold Schwarzenegger) and in Minnesota,
a professional wrestler (Jessie Ventura).
But there was one critical difference between Trump and these personalities.
Trump believed that he could run the
country on his own, or better, with a core
group of subservient sycophants placed
in key positions of “power.” Appointees
who challenged his dictates were time
and again banished.
In sharp contrast the aforementioned
outsiders understood from day one of
their reign that the fundamentals of ruling
class decision-making would not and
could not be altered, regardless of which
politician held the top office.
Governors Schwarzenegger, Reagan
and “socially progressive/fiscally conservative” Governor “moonbeam” Jerry
Brown had no intention of pretending to
run California, the fifth richest nation on
earth measured by GDP. They fully understood that there would be zero challenges to the monopoly giants of
California agribusiness, where state-ofthe-art technology and vast fertile lands
monopolized much of the nation’s food
production, or to its weapons factories
that churned out much of the nation’s war
machinery, or to its insurance, real estate
and manufacturing monopolies that had
ruled the state for decades.
No matter the party that dominated the
statehouse, big capital ruled. Today, it’s
the “liberal” Democrats administering the
“Golden State,” ever imposing social cut-

backs, privatizing public education and
granting tax breaks to the ultra rich. California ranks first in COVID-19 infections and deaths.
Trump’s failed coup
Trump believed he could defy the ruling
elite by force of will backed-up by his
electoral base. He was dead wrong. As we
shall see, his recent openly threatening
and seriously contemplated electoral maneuvers to void votes cast against him
came to naught.
On Sept. 24, some two weeks before the
election, when polls increasingly showed
that Trump would lose, he sounded the
alarm in responding to a reporter’s unexpected inquiry; “Win, lose, or draw, will
you commit here today for a peaceful
transfer of power after the election?”
Trump responded, “We’re going to have
to see what happens… We want to get rid
of the [mail-in] ballots, and we’ll have a
very peaceful — there won’t be a transfer,
frankly. There’ll be a continuation.”
Trump subsequently repeated his threat
to declare himself president on Election
Day, basing himself on the presumption
that his loyal Republican governors, state
judges and majority Republican state
legislatures, and eventually the U.S. Supreme Court, would affirm his rejection
of counting mail-in ballots.
Anticipating likely massive, if not outof-control mobilizations against him
should he move to void the election results, Trump looked to the 1807 Insurrection Act as a vehicle to enforce his will,
that is, to deploy the U.S. military and
federalized National Guard troops to brutally repress those who would resist his
coup threats. Such were Trump’s stated
intentions months earlier in June during
the mass protests in 2000-plus U.S. cities
and towns where some 20 million mobilized to protest the police murder of
George Floyd and marched in solidarity
with the historic Black Lives Matter antiracist mobilizations.
At that time Trump called on his top
general, Joint Chiefs of Staff chair Mark
Milley, along with his then Secretary of
Defense Mark Esper and an entourage of
government officials to personally accompany him on a walk across Lafayette
Square, adjacent to the White House, to
St. John’s Episcopal Church for a one-minute photo op, bible in hand. A few
blocks away his National Guard troops
deployed noxious gas, rubber bullets and
(continued on page 7)
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extreme violence against peaceful protestors.
Milley and Esper soon after disassociated themselves from having accompanied Trump and from his intended
implication that he had placed them in
charge, via Insurrection Act provisions.
Months later, on Dec. 22, Trump found
himself isolated and sequestered in unofficial White House meetings where participants were reported to be
contemplating, according to the Dec. 21
New York Times, invoking martial law to
force reluctant officials in four states to
turn over election machines for the inspection of a yet-to-be appointed independent counsel.
Again, there were no takers! Trump
then turned to consideration of deploying
ICE (Immigration Customs and Enforcement) forces for the same purpose—
again, with zero support. Conspiracy
theorist Sidney Powell, one of Trump’s
former personal attorneys, was said to be
in consideration for the post of independent counsel to investigate Trump’s baseless claims of election fraud.
Powell’s “kraken” conspiracy theory incredibly postulates a sprawling, nationwide election fraud network, replete with
pedophiles, no less, organized to deny
Trump the presidency. Dominion Corporation Voting Machines used in key
states, according to Kraken “theory” nuts,
were alleged to have been hacked by supporters of former Venezuelan President
Hugo Chavez!
Powell’s legal team, including Trump’s
personal attorney Rudolf Giuliani, filed
some sixty lawsuits alleging this antiTrump voter conspiracy. All were rejected, along with a Supreme Court
lawsuit filed by Texas’s governor, backed
by amicus briefs signed by Republican
officials from a dozen states and a majority (126) of the Republican members of
the House of Representatives. The latter
apparently added their names out of fear
of being “primaried” out of office by a
vengeful Trump in 2022. No Republican
U.S. senator signed on.
Trump supporters break ranks
It is in this context – wherein Trump’s
Attorney General William P. Barr announced his resignation, defying Trump’s
pressures to declare the elections rigged
and Barr’s rejection of appointing an independent counsel to investigate, wherein
Trump’s Defense Secretary Esper has
been fired for similar reasons, wherein
Trump’s quasi-spokesperson/religious
zealot/misnamed constitutional expert
Sidney Powell, has all but called for the
resignations of the non-compliant directors of the CIA and FBI for their similar
refusal to join in abetting Trump’s coup
efforts – that we will examine just who
does rule America.
Trump’s Joint Chiefs of Staff chair General Mark Milley, bluntly began to answer
this question when he publicly stated
shortly after Election Day, in the face of
Trump’s rejection of the results, “We do
not take an oath to a king or a queen, a tyrant or a dictator. We do not take an oath
to an individual.” In the same vein,
former Attorney General Barr, after
months of echoing Trump’s mail-in ballot
election fraud fantasies, and stating that
if Trump were not re-elected, “the country would be irrevocably committed to
the socialist path,” similarly abandoned
Trump’s sinking ship.
Who rules America?
Who then does rule? What is the U.S.
ruling class? What powers does it have?
Countless volumes have been written on
the subject.
Most recently, Peter Phillips’ Giant: The
Global Capitalist Elite, Seven Stories
Press 2018, provides some critical insights. Phillips demonstrates in great detail that this U.S. ruling class and its now
globalized components, do essentially
rule the world. In capitalist America, until

Trump came along, all presidents have
understood this simple fact.
The Trump “accident” aside, this U.S.
ruling elite began its relations with Trump
based on the assumption that their good
and private counsel would in time be welcomed and that this would suffice to “civilize” the intemperate blustering fool, that
it would “temporize” his internationally
embarrassing rants against traditional
U.S. allies, and that in time Trump would
bend to their collective will. They were
mistaken.
Early on, and today with lightning
speed, Trump’s administration has been
marked by unprecedented firings and/or
departures of top officials who dared to
dissent, highlighted most graphically by
the resignation a few years ago of his
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, former
CEO of one of the biggest U.S. corporations, ExxonMobile. An exasperated Tillerson called Trump, according to a NYT
reporter, a “f******g moron.”
Phillips’ near 400-page exposition
graphically reveals the power of the riling
class. He documents that “17 giants of

Blackrock, with $5.4 trillion is assets as
of 2017, followed by the Vanguard
Group, JP Morgan Chase, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, State Street Global Advisers, Fidelity Investments, Bank of
New York Mellon, Capital Group, Goldman Sachs Group, Prudential Financial,
and Morgan Stanley.
Today, three years later, Blackrock publicly lists its assets at $7 trillion—an
amount that exceeds the entire 2020 U.S.
budget ($4.79 trillion)!
The remaining six non-U.S. economic
powerhouses, some of which operate in
tandem with the U.S. behemoths, are
headquartered in Germany, France, Great
Britain and Switzerland. The 17 CEOs,
their board members and designees are
the real decision makers in U.S. society,
not the likes of petty gambling casino
owner/Apprentice TV host/real estate
crook and hustler Donald Trump.
Around the ruling class table
A tiny incident attendant to the 2008 financial crisis is instructive. Imagine the
CEOs of the leading financial institutions

Trump’s rightwing populist appeals were
laced with racism, sexism and strident
stirades against alleged Democratic Party
“socialism.”
this global elite,” mostly U.S.-based, but
operating worldwide, “collectively manage concentrations of more than $41.1
trillion in assets.” Largely U.S. banks and
related financial institutions with interpenetrating investments and shared board
members, they operate in nearly every
country on earth.
Combined assets of $41.1 trillion
They, along with “lesser” $multi-billion
corporations, are the central institutions
of world monopoly finance capitalism
that power the global economic system
and its related infrastructure. Western
governments, international financial institutions like the World Bank and International Monetary Fund, international
policy bodies like the Council on Foreign
Relations, U.S.-dominated military blocs
like NATO, and the highly monopolized
military-industrial complex are in their
near exclusive domain. The $41.1 trillion
that constitutes the combined asserts of
these 17 congalone exceeds the entire annual GDP of the U.S. ($22.3 trillion), the
world’s largest economy.
The leading 17 conglomerates include
eleven U.S. corporate behemoths that
each preside over $multi-trillions in assets. These include the leading giant,

in the country, including most of those
listed above, sitting around a Washington,
D.C. hotel’s super long mahogany table
deliberating over what to do when the nation’s banking institutions, invested in unprecedented $billions in failed mortgages,
faced imminent disaster.
Modesty aside, this was the scene that I
speculated to be the reality at that time,
only to have The New York Times confirm it with a photo of this ruling class assemblage, including the CEOs of the
nation’s leading bankers. The “Power
Elite” were in the room. The Times did
not confirm whether the table was made
of mahogany!
Present also were the heads of the U.S.
Treasury Department and the U.S. Federal Reserve, then Henry Paulson and
Benjamin Bernanke respectively. Immediately following their deliberations the
two were off to the U.S. Congress to present their proposal for an unprecedented
and instant $800 billion bailout. Their
text was but a few pages. The Times reported that they first stopped by the office
of then U.S. President George W. Bush to
inform him that if their proposal was not
adopted the U.S. financial system faced
imminent collapse. Bush’s response was
instructive. “Why didn’t anyone tell me?”

Minutes later, the proposal was submitted to Congress. An additional $200
billion in pork was included a few days
later by those few who had not been fully
consulted. The deed was done – $1 trillion was gifted to the ruling class in a near
instant.
This was followed by a multi-year,
$multi-billion monthly corporate bailout
scheme called quantitative easing,
wherein the Obama administration, in the
name of “stimulating” the economy via
alleged government investments in vitally
needed “job-creating” infrastructure projects, instead gifted monthly $billions in
near interest free loans to the corporate
elite, who in turn “invested” this free
money into the increasingly casino-like
stock market and related speculative ventures.
The super rich became richer than ever
in the same manner as with the Trump era
bi-partisan corporate bailouts, “tax reforms” and CARES Act “stimulus” bills.
The latter literally included the Federal
Reserve and the Treasury Department
combining to underwrite the full GDP

losses for the first quarter of 2020 to the
tune of $6 trillion.
All these bailouts operated to drive
stock market indexes to all time highs.
Free money to the corporate elite was
flowing as never before. As with Trump,
Obama’s programs were bi-partisan all
the way. No self-respecting capitalist is in
the business of complaining that the $trillions, supposedly earmarked for jobs and
loans for those millions who lost their
homes and savings in the attendant massive mortgage foreclosure crisis went to
the uberrich instead.
Billions to Soothe the Richest
The same holds true today. A front-page
article in the Dec. 23 NYT entitled “Buried in Pandemic Aid Bill: Billions to
Soothe the Richest,” the article begins,
“Tucked away in the 5,593-page spending bill that Congress rushed through,
pending Trump’s signature [affixed on
Dec. 28] on Monday night is a provision
that some experts call a $200 billion giveaway to the rich.”
This single provision in the $900 billion
package includes loan forgiveness and
tax exemptions, according to The Times,
that are earmarked mostly for “the richest
1 percent.” But The Times delved deeper,
listing a myriad of additional pork provisions including $billions in racetrack
allocations for Mitch McConnell’s Kentucky, $5 billion for the Pentagon, $2.5
billion for race car tracks and $6.3 billion
in write-offs for business meals. Previously legislated temporary lower tax
(continued on page 8)
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rates levied on distillers, brewers and
vintners, were made permanent. Funds
for Trump’s wall were similarly included.
AOC blows the whistle
More revealing, however, was Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s
tweet that, “Members of Congress have
not read this bill. It’s over 5000 pages, arrived at 2pm today, and we are told to expect a vote on it in 2 hours… This isn’t
governance. It’s hostage-taking.”
Texas Senator Ted Cruz affirmed Ocasio-Cortez’s truth, publicly exposing what
is the norm regarding literally every mega
billion dollar giveaway legislated by the
U.S. Congress,
“It’s absurd to have a $2.5 trillion
spending bill [Cruz’s estimate of the total
package that included non-pandemic

items] negotiated in secret and then—
hours later—demand an up-or-down vote
on a bill nobody has had time to read.”
Cruz’s “nobody” among the 435 congresspersons and 100 U.S. senators that
approved the bill, is slightly off the mark.
The handful of “experts” who traditionally draft this legislation are the direct
representatives of the ruling class who
run the country. They were thrown into
a bit of a Christmas break tizzy when
Trump intervened on the way to Mar-aLago to ridicule both party’s pathetic
$600 individual COVID-19 allocation.
The ever-posturing opportunist, populist
Trump, with an eye to maintaining his
“people’s image,” insisted that the $600
figure be upped to $2000 per person.
Within a day, after ruling class thumb
screws were applied, Trump signed,
along with the Democrats, who a day earlier, gleefully joined Trump’s $2000 proposal, only to disappear it nearly
instantly. Today, the petty crook “dealmaker” Trump is on the way out – minus
or plus his last hurrah orchestrated D.C.
personal appearance rally on January 6 –
largely deserted by the establishment institutions and their kept media.
All understood that they were not
elected or appointed to ratify a moron’s
coup plans. Trump was abandoned by the
corporate elite more generally; their top
echelons poured unprecedented $billions,
far exceeding Trump’s, into Biden’s campaign. The same with the military tops
and the leading figures in the national security state; they signed on to publicly
identify with Biden, not Trump.
Biden vs. Trump
The difference between Trump and
Biden is that the latter understands and
agrees to abide by the rules of the capitalist order. Trump, an egomaniac schemer,
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with delusions of grandeur to boot –
again an accidental president – believed
and acted on the premise that he could
game the system and defy the real powers
that oversee the workings of
capitalist/imperialist America.
A Dec. 11 NYT Editorial Board statement on Trump’s electoral coup effort is
instructive. In presenting their view, The
Times took the unusual measure of introducing their statement as follows: “The
editorial board is a group of opinion journalists whose views are informed by expertise, research, debate and certain
longstanding values. It is separate from
the newsroom.”
The Times neglected to mention that
their statement reflected the views of
their Democratic Party-aligned corporate
employers in the business of “Manufacturing Consent” for ruling class objectives.

Obama predecessors, that is, experienced
in ruling class political maneuvers who,
without exception aim to implement the
dictates of monopoly finance capital. We
have previously detailed their histories.
(See: “Ruling class politics or socialist
revolution?” by this writer, socialistaction.org.)
Here we will conclude with a revealing
trifle obtained by The Intercept. Last
week Biden addressed a private Zoom
meeting with seven “civil rights leaders.”
Black Agenda Report editor Glen Ford
describes them as the “Black misleadership class,” none of whom played any
significant role in the organization of the
unprecedented independent Black Lives
Matter summer protests that in great
measure blew up the myth of justice and
racial equality in capitalist/racist America.
These summer mobilizations, the

This is the work for today’s emerging
generation of youthful fighters. They will
find their way into the ranks of mass
revolutionary socialist parties tested
in struggle.
Under the headline “The ‘Trump Won’
Farce Isn’t Funny Anymore,” The Times,
quoting General Milley’s above remark
that “We do not take an oath to a king or
a queen, a tyrant or a dictator,” felt the
need to assert that, “The military has also
made clear where it stands.” [Emphasis
added.]
That the “newspaper of record” in capitalist America felt compelled to inform
its worldwide audience that the U.S. military had also rejected a Trump-threatened coup, informs us that more than a
few among the ruling elite took Trump’s
threats seriously.
Today, with regard to this ruling elite,
the Trump threat resides more in his preparations for a possible 2024 re-run than it
does in a resort of one or another end
game maneuver that Trump may press on
his frightened and intimidated Republican House toadies, for whom a career
seat rubber stamping periodic $trillions in
ruling class engineered bills is sufficient,
provided only that they are rewarded in
turn with a few $millions for their own
pockets.
King Biden
Finally, now we have posturing president-elect King Biden to account for, the
politician of few surprises. Biden’s cabinet appointees are in the direct line of
succession of his Bill Clinton and Barack

largest in U.S. history, exposed the systemic racism that permeates every U.S.
institution.
Biden, with multiple decades of service
in the House, Senate and as Obama’s VP,
took on the assignment of incorporating
the interests of the former lynch mob segregationist southern elite into the affairs
of government, that is, in their classic
Democratic Party alliance usually headed
by “Northern liberals.”
More recently, Biden played a key role
in crafting the more modern version that
facilitated the racist school-to-prison,
mass incarceration scenario that sends
millions of the most oppressed to prison
labor for Fortune 500 corporations at
slave labor wages averaging fifty cents
per hour.
Posturing like a monarch, Biden cautioned this inquiring subordinate corporate
funded
array
of
ruling
class-acceptable and “respected” hangers
on that he would steer clear of issuing
their suggested presidential executive orders that might bypass “constitutional”
restrictions.
Biden also warned that pressure on his
administration around police reform
could lessen the party’s chances in the upcoming Georgia Senate runoffs. Republicans’ defining Democrats as favoring
defunding the police, Biden argued, “is
how they beat the living hell out of us ac-

ross the country.”
Said the strident, lecturing and condescending Biden, subordinate in all respects to the whims and wishes of ruling
class America, but superior in demeanor
and all respects to his assembled Democratic Party-trained, funded and puppet
mastered underlings:
“Okay let me respond. I gotta go.
There’s a lot to respond to here. Let’s get
something straight. You shouldn’t be disappointed. What I’ve done so far is more
than anybody else has done this far. Okay,
number one…
“Number two: I mean what I say when
I say it. I mean what I say when I say it.
I’m the only person who has ever run on
three platforms that I was told could not
possibly win the election. And I never
ceased from it. One was on restoring the
soul of this country because of what I saw
happen in Charlottesville, That was it. No

one else was talking about it. No one else.
I did. The words of a president matter.
What the president says matters… In the
middle of the debate I called him [Trump]
a racist. I took on the white supremacist.
I’m the guy that took this on every single
time somebody was threatened in this
country – the only white boy you know
who did it. Period!”
Such was the “program” and perspective that the self-proclaimed “white boy”
privately offered to his underlings, as if
to imply that he was better than what they
might expect from other white boys. Take
it or leave it!
This sordid Biden-Trump episode in
ruling class politics informs us once again
that working people have no stake in the
now $14.3 billion every four-year spectacle regarding which figure shall reside
in the White House and appear to be decisive on critical matters.
With regard to capitalism’s periodic and
increasingly deep and deadly inherent
economic crises, its systemic racism, sexism and LGBTQI prejudice and persecution, its imperialist wars across the planet,
its climate and environmental catastrophes, and the present and oncoming murderous pandemics, the ruling rich have
zero solutions.
These lie solely in the domain of working class fightback – in the coming to the
fore of new, independent, mass actionoriented united front formations inclusive
of all of capitalism’s victims in decisive
struggles to advance humanity’s interests
and, in time, to bring the entire system
down.
This is the work for today’s emerging
generation of youthful fighters. They will
find their way into the ranks of mass revolutionary socialist parties tested in struggle.
n

COVID-19 Is the Real Insurrection

The death toll for Covid-19 has reached close to 400,000.

BY JAMES FORTIN
January 10, 2021: Over the past week
the major media have talked incessantly
in apprehensive tones about the Trumpincited mob violence in the Capitol
Building, labeling the event an attempted
insurrection by a sociopathic narcissist of
a President.
While thousands of Trump supporters
attended his rally in Washington, it should
be noted that only several hundred at
most participated in the invasion and ransacking of the Capitol itself. The majority
noisily watched and then left after a few
hours leaving the QAnon supporters, a
few Proud Boy neo-Nazis, Confederate
flag wavers, and others of the most hardcore ransackers at the scene.
Encouragement of mob action by
Trump, his son, Donald, Jr., and
lawyer/official-apologist Rudolph Giuliani, illustrated their fundamental lack of
understanding that Trump had now
placed himself clearly out of his element,
and that he had no idea of his designated
role in the capitalist government.
The “accidental” president actually
thought he had the power to overturn the
election, an action far from sanctioned by
his defacto boss, the U.S. capitalist class!
Capitalists close ranks against Trump
The U.S capitalist class is not ready to
give up its duopoly rule by democratic illusion in favor of the likes who attacked
the Capitol. Instead, the ruling class, already disaffected with Trump, now has
closed ranks further to get rid of him.
Former defense secretaries, prior Presidents and Senators, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, Mitch McConnell, numerous business leaders and corporate associations,
the editors of both the Wall Street Journal
and New York Times, and so many
others, are calling—either outright or behind the scenes—for Trump to go.
Whether Trump likes it or not he will be
gone by Jan. 20, or possibly even sooner.
Given the overwhelming state power of
the U.S. ruling class, neither several hundred protestors including Proud Boy neofascists, avid anti-Semites, and other
racists, nor even several thousand of deluded Trump supporters providing applause for them in the streets, would be
able, after a short-term disruption to the
counting of electoral votes, to keep the
Presidential Baby Boy in power.
The saddest parts of the events at the
capitol are two-fold. First, that five
human lives were sacrificed in an event
triggered by a pathetic President thinking
that he could instruct the ruling class on
who would be the next President.
Second, that less attention was given to
the 4,000 lives lost to the Covid-19 pan-

demic on the very same day, emblematic
of a system that cares less about these
victims than the shredded contents of
Capitol building offices and meeting
chambers.
The hypocrisy is legion among the office holders in the Capitol, their media
hype-sters, and capitalist officialdom far
and wide.
The event was “an assault on the citadel
of liberty” offered Joe Biden, a desecration of the “alter of our democracy”
fumed David Brooks, syndicated columnist, and evidence of “a democracy in crisis” pontificated Chuck Todd, host of
Meet the Press.
Profit-Gouging Hypocrisy
The outpouring of self-righteousness in
condemning the attack was to be expected. Yet these very same supposed defenders of democratic norms do not flinch
when the bi-partisan cabal in Congress
approves a trillion-dollar “defense”
budget, and billions more for secret CIA
operations that routinely use the same and
even worse techniques to de-stabilize,
overthrow, or otherwise interfere with
governments across the globe. Or when
they try to quash any attempt to expose
U.S. crimes abroad as with the persecution of Julian Assange, or to silence domestic dissent via the so-called Patriot
Act.

These same bi-partisan cabals of officialdom are also the traffic cops at the
cruel intersecting crossroads of the
COVID-19 pandemic with the plight of
the uninsured, the unemployed and marginally employed, the hungry, the oppressed communities of Black, Brown
and Indigenous peoples, women, and
others.
In their defense of the capitalist system
of private-for -profit health care their actions predicate who will be sickened and
who will die from all manner of illness,
including COVID-19.
The enablers and defenders of the
profit-gauging health care monopolies
will claim that we are served by one of
the best systems in the world, or that it
may just need a little tinkering to be made
better. To the misfortune of millions of
Americans this is wholly untrue as the
current COVID-19 pandemic cruelly
confirms.
383,000 U.S. COVID-19 dead
Since the official discovery in the U.S.
of the novel coronavirus in January, 2020,
nearly 25 million of us have been infected
and 383,000 have died. The rate of death,
now often over 4,000 each day, is rising
even as this article is being written, notwithstanding the introduction of the first
vaccines.
According to researchers at the Univer-

sity of Oxford the U.S. death rate per million stands at 827.3, the second highest
rate in the world only slightly behind that
of the United Kingdom. At the other extreme, nearby tiny Cuba has a rate of only
32.2 per million, testimony to their absolutely heroic efforts to contain the disease
in the face of crippling economic sanctions by the U.S.
The dismal record of U.S. health care
points to a disproportionate infection and
death rate among African American, Indigenous and Latinx populations. In California, one-half of all COVID-19 deaths
are Latinx. Per the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), American
Indian and Alaskan Native people were
nearly twice as likely to die from
COVID-19 compared to non-Hispanic
Whites. And again the CDC states that
overall African Americans are nearly 3
times more likely to die from the coronavirus than Whites. Four out of every 10
COVID-19 deaths occur in a nursing
home.
In the over-filled intensive care units across the nation, health care providers go
home at night and weep because they do
not have the human or physical resources
to save their patients. And in dozens of
communities the COVID ill are transported as far as hundreds of miles away
from their families to the nearest hospital.
Their small hospitals were among the 113
closed since 2010 with as many as 430
more on the brink of folding. Contrary to
their crocodile tears about concerns for
our health, medical conglomerates are
closing these centers in the name of “efficiencies.”
Joining them have been ideologically
led states that would have a hospital close
before “socializing” any part of their existence. Now, in the face of overwhelming COVID-19 cases, deathcare
rationing has been forced upon the very
organizations pledged to save lives.
10.1 million has lost health care
Since the pandemic began early last
year 10.1 million people have lost their
health insurance in the U.S. together with
their jobs, bringing the total uninsured to
over 30 million.
Combined with the estimated 44 million
who are underinsured because of unaffordable deductibles and co-pays we have
further evidence of a profit-gouging
health care system that puts profits way
before people. Uninsured and underinsured individuals encounter severe financial hardship when infected by
COVID-19, rising to staggering costs for
those admitted to intensive care units for
successive weeks at a time.
The U.S. health care system is dysfunctional, even catastrophic – except, of
course, for those individuals and corporations making a profit off it. The twin
capitalist parties and their Presidents have
long defended the interests of their corporate benefactors, only occasionally doling out a benefit to us when confronted
by masses of people demanding change
or to keep potential votes in line.
The bipartisan effort to “keep it as is”
featured George W. Bush protecting the
monopolistic high-priced markets for patented medicines; Obamacare continued to
protect this generous corporate welfare.
Obama carefully kept health insurance
companies at the center of the health
equation (and profits) rather than pushing
— at even a minimum — for a rational
single payer health system let alone a
publicly funded system.
The result, corporate pockets continue
to be lined, life expectancy and infant
mortality in the U.S. continues to fall and
dramatically trails that of the European
Union, while health care costs are the
highest in the world without a corresponding benefit.
It was Trump who first denied a
COVID-19 problem and then failed to
procure in a timely manner lifesaving
ventilators, masks, gowns, and gloves for
(continued on page 12)
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Make the 2021 NDP
convention a step forward
BY BARRY WEISLEDER
The decision by the New Democratic
Party (NDP) leadership to host an online
federal convention in April 2021 may be
a step forward.
It depends very much on how delegates
are chosen, how resolutions can be submitted, which resolutions are brought forward for debate, how the convention
chair will permit delegates to speak on
resolutions at the gathering, how votes
will be recorded, etc.
The Socialist Caucus began agitating
for a federal NDP convention when the
party brass cancelled it in early December
2019. That was months before the
COVID-19 pandemic took hold in March
2020. The party constitution required
that a federal NDP convention be held in
February 2020, two years after the previous one.
However, following the NDP federal
election debacle in October 2019, when
the party lost nearly 1 million votes and
half of its seats in Parliament,
Leader Jagmeet Singh and the executive around him sought to avoid a
leadership review. The excuse was the
Minority Government, the possibility of
a snap election, and later it was COVID19. To be sure, the federal NDP convention now set for April 9-11, 2021 is a
victory for the Socialist Caucus, but it remains to be seen how democratic the convention will be.
We have said for a long time that for the
NDP to survive it must turn sharply to the
left. The NDP must differentiate from the
Liberal Party, and also from the Green
Party that has been nibbling at its electoral base.
Can it become a party of the streets, a
tribune of Black Lives Matter, Indigenous
rights and workers fighting cuts to health
services? How should the NDP membership act to position the labour-based
party?
1. Pandemic measures are urgently
needed: Socialists say extend the public
healthcare system to include Long Term
Care, medical drugs, research, development and delivery of vaccines to comBY ADRIAN WHITE
Dozens gathered for a loud protest and
news conference held at Tendercare Living Centre, at McNicoll and Victoria
Park Avenues in Scarborough, on Saturday, January 2.
Over 50 residents have died of COVID19 in less than three weeks at the seniors’
home in north-east Toronto. A further
101 are infected, and 53 staff are isolating at home.
Tendercare is operated by Extendicare
(Canada) Inc—a for-profit, long-term
care corporation.
A Toronto Star analysis of the financial
statements of Extendicare, Sienna Senior
Living and Chartwell Retirement Residences shows that in the three-quarters
of 2020 (ending Sept. 30), these forprofit companies collectively paid out
nearly $171 million to shareholders while
they received $138.5 million in pandemic
funding from the provincial and federal
governments.
The Ontario Ministry of Health and
Long-Term Care released the results of a
December 16 inspection of Tendercare
revealing that Extendicare “failed” to ensure its staff implemented an infectioncontrol program.
“Why should the care of elderly, ill and
vulnerable people be entrusted to private
for-profit vultures?” said Corey David,
the Socialist Action candidate in the
Scarborough-Agincourt by-election set
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bat COVID-19. Nationalize Big Pharma.
Expropriate the private, for-profit nursing
homes and seniors’ residences. Operate
them under the democratic control of
their workers and the families of residents. End the overcrowding and unsanitary conditions; hire more front-line
staff, provide job security, and double
their pay.
2. End the housing crisis by demanding
that the government launch the construction of a million good quality housing

Northern Lights
News and views from Socialist Action Canada
website: //socialistaction.ca
the equivalent-value domestic assets, and
nationalize the big banks under workers’
and consumers’ democratic control.
6. Defund, disarm and disband the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)
and other systemically racist police
forces. Rapidly replace them with community-controlled policing practices.
Shift away from incarceration in the court

NDP leader Jagmeet Singh (center) postponed the 2020 convention.

units per year, until the scourge of homelessness is vanquished. Take control of
the land development and construction
sector, under workers’ control.
3. Stop the gouging of consumers by
the giant telecoms, like Rogers, TELUS
and Bell. Reduce internet rates and operate the industry as a public service.
4. For a Green New Deal based on a
rapid transition to sustainable energy systems in production and transportation.
Conscript the wealth of Big Oil and Gas.
Re-train displaced carbon energy
workers. Leave no one behind. Provide
restitution to Indigenous peoples who
have been harmed by the plunder of nature and their ancestral lands.
5. Tax profitable corporations and the
rich, seize offshore tax haven accounts or

and penal system towards restorative justice.
7. Cancel the new fighter jets. Cut federal spending on the military, which
should be reduced to a rescue and recovery role. Convert the arms export business to production to meet human needs.
Build homes, schools and hospitals—not
bombs, bullets and anti-personnel carriers.
8. Canada out of NATO now! Quit the
Lima Group. Defend the right to self-determination of Venezuela, Cuba, Syria,
Iran and other countries suffering imperialist embargo and military intervention.
Reject the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance definition of antiSemitism, which conflates the latter with
anti-Zionism and constitutes an attack on

free speech. Apply Boycott, Divestment
and Sanctions against the Zionist apartheid state of Israel to End the Occupation. For a democratic, secular Palestine,
and for the Right of Return of all Palestinian refugees. Free Meng Wanzhou.
Normalize relations with China. Hands
Off whistleblowers Julian Assange and
Edward Snowdon! No to their Extradition.
There is a great appetite for change in
Canada. Trudeau’s spending on the pandemic falls far short of needs and expectations. The mood at the grassroots level
is reflected in the growth of the Socialist
Caucus across the country, especially in
New Brunswick and across western Canada.
It was evident in the marvelous campaign of SC member Bryn Smith in Surrey-White Rock who came within 224
votes of winning the seat in the British
Columbia (BC) election. We must seize
the opportunities in this situation with
both hands.
The Liberal Party is the prime vehicle
of big business rule in Canada. The
Green Party purveys the illusory goal of
a green, sustainable capitalism. Both are
wedded to the private profit system that
poses an existential threat to nature and
civilization.
The NDP should counter-pose to the
failed and toxic global capitalist system
the only realistic alternative—a democratically planned economy under
workers’ and community control. The
NDP should invite more unions and
working class organizations to join it in
the quest for a cooperative commonwealth, a socialist future of freedom and
prosperity for all, in harmony with nature.
Those lofty goals are reflected in policy
resolutions that party members can find
at www.socialistndp.ca and can then
seek to get adopted at local
meetings. Winning NDP members to the
vision of a transformed world is the task
of the Socialist Caucus.
n

Socialists demand Nationalization of long term care companies

for January 15, 2021.
“Long Term Care should be an integral
part of the public health care system. We
demand more full-time staff, with much
better pay, equipped with proper PPE, no
more than two residents per room, and
strict quarantine of patients with serious
illnesses like COVID-19.
“ It’s high time to nationalize the private LTC corporations, and bring their
negligent managers and CEOs to justice.”
Passing motorists honked in solidarity
as protesters chanted “More staff, Higher

wages”, “Seniors Lives Matter”, “People
Before Profits” and “Nationalize Long
Term Care” at the event sponsored by Socialist Action. Many participants held
hand-made signs. A stiff breeze animated
SA red flags and union ensigns.
In separate statements, the Ontario
Health Coalition demanded that the Canadian military intervene in the crisiswracked facilities, and Ontario NDP
leader Andrea Horwath called on the
Minister of Long Term Care, Dr. Merrilee
Fullerton, to resign.
In the meantime, Conservative Premier

Doug Ford appointed to the Order of Ontario former Tory Premier Mike
Harris. Harris slashed health, education
and welfare spending in the 1990s, and
currently is a top executive at Chartwell.
In addition to Corey David, members
of the Service Employees’ International
Union (which represents staff at Tendercare), the Ontario Public Service Employees’ Union, former NDP MPP Cheri
Dinovo of the United Church of Canada,
and relatives of patients at Tendercare
and other LTC centres spoke to the rally
on January 2.
n

BY BARRY WEISLEDER

Have a Revolutionary
New Year 2021

Now that annus horribilis 2020 is consigned to the rear-view mirror, it is time
to welcome the many workers, especially those so young, who are joining
the revolutionary socialist movement.
To that end, Socialist Action – Canada launched a New Year’s Fund
Appeal to raise over $5,000 between
now and February 12, 2021, to rise to
the challenges ahead. We seek to enlist your support for our efforts to build
a larger, more effective, non-sectarian,
socialist working-class party.
It is no small irony that the opportunity
to build a better future stems from a
stunning health crisis. As evolutionary
biologist Rob Wallace explains, it
springs from the bowels of the capitalist
mode of production. Toxic, high intensity agribusiness practices put profit before public safety, and nearly 2,000,000
corpses have piled up so far around the
globe.
A hyper debt-laden capitalist market
once again plunged the world into a
Great Recession last winter, 2019-2020.
That was long before COVID-19 took
hold. Capitalist politicians claim to care
about people—even as they buy oil
pipelines, trample the rights of Indigenous people, and sell weapons of mass
destruction to tyrants. Inequality surges.

leave, full-time employment with a big
pay raise for personal care workers, and
the nationalization of the for-profit, private Long Term Care centers.
We are ecosocialists. We advocate a
Green New Deal based on a planned
economy under workers’ and community control, starting with restitution
for Indigenous people who continue to
suffer corporate plunder of their ancestral lands. We are the first, and perhaps
the only body to call on environmentalists in the Green Party and in the labourbased New Democratic Party to unite
and form a Revolutionary Eco-socialist
party. SA uniquely advances the cause
of socialism and democracy by building
the Workers’ Action Movement in
unions, and the Socialist Caucus in the
NDP.
We are dedicated activists in the Toronto Venezuela Solidarity Coalition, in
campaigns for the Palestinian people,
including the Canadian Coalition for
Boycott, Sanctions and Divestment. SA
is a partner in the Canadian Network on
Cuba, in support of the pro-Indigenous

In February 2020, mass demonstrations erupted spontaneously across the
Canadian state when heavily armed
RCMP swat (terror) teams smashed the
barricades set up by the Wet’suwet’en
people on their land. The obstacles were
erected to stop the construction of a
methane pipeline. Thousands of young
and older people of all colours blocked
ports, streets, roads, bridges and railroads for two weeks. Never had such
massive solidarity with the Indigenous
peoples been seen.
In May, after the murder of George
Floyd by a racist Minneapolis cop,
while other cops stood by and watched,
25 million people, mainly young, despite the COVID-19 pandemic, poured
repeatedly into the streets to express
their rage at systemic murderous racism
and called to defund, disband and disband the cop armies.
Due to sustained efforts by unions and
the NDP, Ottawa issued pandemic pay
of $2000 a month to those who lost income due to the COVID-19
lockdowns. In addition, payments were

Vile demagogues stoke fears. They intensify racism, sexism and
homophobia. They promote authoritarian rule (Trump is not the only example). They wage wars of imperialist
plunder. Human civilization is put at
risk. Now the choice is Socialism or
Extinction. If we are to survive, revolutionary change is urgent. But it
won’t happen spontaneously; it won’t
happen without firm revolutionary leadership.
Socialist Action doesn’t have a magic
blueprint for change. But we do stand
proudly on 170 years of global political
experience and principles. The first
principle is workers’ self-organization
and mass mobilization, independent
of the capitalist parties and their
state. Another is unity in action, via the
workers’ united front tactic.
Over many years, SA has demonstrated
in practice its commitment to these
ideas. SA led the way in demanding
proper PPE in all work places, paid sick

Land Back movement, in Queer Ontario, the No Pride in Police Coalition,
feminist campaigns for equal pay and an
end to violence. We advance efforts to
De-fund, Disarm and Disband the Police, as well as work in tandem with
ACORN, OCAP, and the Labour May
Day Committee.
SA defends free speech against those
who would curtail it by conflating AntiZionism with anti-Semitism. We join
with many in confronting racism, sexism, homophobia and fascism.
The winds of mass struggle across Canada, and around the globe are freshening the political atmosphere. 2020 was
not all bad from a socialist perspective.
Massive movements against exploitation and oppression opened up new fissures in the capitalist edifice. In the fall
of 2019, 500,000 protesters flooded the
streets of Montreal during the global climate strike led by Swedish activist
Greta Thunberg. It was the largest protest in Canadian history.

made to students and the elderly, again
at the insistence of the labour-based
NDP.
In British Columbia which, among all
provinces west of the Maritimes, had
the lowest infection and death rates, the
NDP government called an early election and won 55 out of 87 seats. B.C.
folks were well aware that sciencebased strategy had saved many lives.
In New Brunswick, the Socialist Caucus of the NDP gained major influence
on the party provincial council and
elected the interim NDP Leader. The
federal NDP Socialist Caucus held a
zoom conference in December that drew
many new young members, from nearly
every region, and energetically made
plants for the April 2021 federal NDP
convention.
Millions of farmers are fighting the
neo-fascist Modi government of India
against deregulation of crop prices, and
the imminent bankruptcy of tens of millions of small farmers, along with

higher food prices for the nation.
In Chile, a referendum massively
ended the constitution of the earlier dictator Augusto Pinochet. An election in
Bolivia overwhelmingly returned the Indigenous government, throwing out the
white, racist, pro-US coup leaders. The
election in Venezuela, boycotted by the
party of the U.S. stooge Guaido, resulted in the Nicolas Maduro PSUV
left-nationalist government taking a
two-thirds majority in the country’s National Assembly.
In Argentina, after years of mass demonstrations, women won the right to
abortion on request.
Against the backdrop of deepening
neo-liberalism and rising authoritarianism, a new and powerful radicalization
of young workers is underway. Opportunities to build a revolutionary party
worldwide are the best we’ve seen in
over 45 years.
What will SA do with the money that
you generously donate? We will
strengthen SA social media
platforms. Did you know that over
50,000 people visited www.socialistaction.ca this year? Higher visibility will
enable us to build new branches across
the Canadian state, publish more booklets, create more banners, flags and placards, and field more candidates in
municipal elections (currently Corey

David is the SA candidate in the Scarborough-Agincourt by-election in Toronto).
Are we in a hurry? Frankly, yes!
Time is short to save humanity and nature from capitalist catastrophe. Success
is by no means guaranteed. But with
your help, there is a much better chance
of survival – even to make a better
world. What do you say?

Donate to Socialist
Action now!
Contribute by
sending a bank
e-transfer to: barryaw@rogers.com
For PayPal and credit card donations,
please click the ‘donate’ link
on www.socialistaction.ca
For more information, visit: www.socialistaction.ca
e-mailsocialistactioncanada@gmail.com
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Fairbanks opens schools in
the face of deadly COVID-19

BY SAMELA JONES
The Fairbanks North Star Borough
School District (FNSBSD) has decided
to begin in-person classes beginning on
January19, 2021. This decision is
opposed by all of the unions representing
school teachers, school support workers
and principals.
The school district claims that the return
to school is “optional.” However, peer
pressure of students to return to school to
socialize, pressure on parents to allow
students to return to school so that parents
may work additional hours, and other
factors will accelerate the return of many
elementary and, then, middle and high
school students to return to dangerous
classrooms. sss
Fairbanks public schools are in a redzone of high community transmission of
COVID-19.
Unions oppose re-opening
The Fairbanks Education Association,
the Fairbanks Principals Association and
the Education Support Staff Association
agree, as stated in a recent joint press
release that, “All students in the FNSBSD
should remain in remote learning status
while the district is in the high risk zone
for COVID-19 transmission.”
According to the Fairbanks DailyMiner newspaper3, the risk management
program for the school district is the same
as the plan established by the state of
Alaska. Moreover, the current COVID-19
infection rate in the Fairbanks North Star
Borough is six-times greater than the
threshold required to cease in-person
instruction.
Nothing has been done in the schools to
address ventilation of classrooms in

NSBSD schools. Additionally the new
School Board policy does not require
social distancing. Eighteen teachers and
support staff have resigned from
FNSBSD schools, all citing COVID 19 as
their reasons. The district employs 1500
public education workers in 35 schools.
This includes teachers, support staff and
administrators.
Trump slate wins school board
The campaign to have a board of
education vote to reopen schools
intensified after the October 6, 2020,
Fairbanks North Star Borough municipal
elections, where a slate of conservative
Tea Party-style, Trump supporters ran for
school board and won. They took up the
mantle of “reopening.”
In early summer of 2020, the State of
Alaska released its 2020 Safe Start
protocols for school districts to use as a
framework for schools to use as guidance
during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Fairbanks is a high risk, red-level district,
based on its 14-day and 7-day average
COVID case counts (35.1 and 80.4 cases,
respectively).
The 2020 Alaska Smart Start
framework suggests that schools located
in communities with high level of
community transmission of coronavirus:
Establish and maintain communication
with local and state authorities to
determine current mitigation levels in
your community.
• Implement multiple social distancing
strategies with EXTENDED SCHOOL
DISMISSALS, closing school buildings to
students.
• Cancel all field trips, inter-group
events, sports events and extracurricular

...Covid is the insurrection
(continued from page 9)

the national stockpile. It was Obama that
handed over an empty stockpile at transition.
Contributing to all of this of course
were the bipartisan, smiley-face tax cuts
between 2001 through 2018 for the rich,
reducing revenue by $5.1 trillion, with
nearly two-thirds of that flowing to the
richest fifth of Americans, according to
the Institute on Taxation and Economic
Policy.
For the American working class,
COVID-19 has taken on and defeated the
capitalist health care system. It is an insurrection of nature against an inherently
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incapable medical system to care for all
lives it is charged with protecting. Aiding
and abetting in this assault have been the
self-righteous political mouthpieces for
the ruling class who reside in Congress,
living off the take from pharmaceutical
giants and health care conglomerates, and
deciding what we need and don’t need in
the way of care.
Socialists have long said that the health
of working people is more important than
the profits of the super-rich. In prior articles we have stated:
“Let us not hesitate for a moment to
state that the novel coronavirus is a cap-

activities. • Implement distance learning
until minimal community spread and
local health officials recommend school
re-opening.
• District may decide that even in a high
risk environment, select vulnerable
students may need in-person education in
very small cohorted groups.
• Follow guidelines from local and state
health authorities on school reopening5.
CDC guidelines
Additionally, the national Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
has provided its own set of guidelines for
best practices for public schools during
the pandemic. Again, remembering that
Fairbanks is a high community
transmission area, the CDC guidelines
state:
If local health officials have determined
there is substantial transmission of
COVID-19 within the community, they
will provide guidance to administrators
on the best course of action for child care
programs or schools. These strategies are
expected to extend across multiple
programs, schools, or school districts
within the community.
You may need to consider extended
school dismissals (e.g. dismissals for
longer than 2 weeks). This longer-term,
and likely broader-reaching, dismissal
strategy is intended to slow transmission
rates of COVID-19 in the community.
During extended school dismissals, also
cancel extracurricular group activities,
school-based afterschool programs, and
large events (e.g., assemblies, spirit
nights, field trips, and sporting events).
Remember to implement strategies to
ensure the continuity of education (e.g.,

distance learning) as well as meal
programs and other essential services for
students.
The FNSBSD has also allowed sporting
events to occur during the fall sports
season and is continuing into the winter
season, according to Erin Poland,
executive assistant to the FNSBSD
superintendent, Dr. Karen Gaborik.
This flies in the face of the guidelines
of Alaska’s Smart Start 2020 plan and the
United States’ CDC for schools operating
in the red zone of high community
transmission of COVID. Even the
University of Alaska, Fairbanks has
stopped its winter basketball season
because of COVID-19.
Reckless COVID-19 policies
The actions of the FNSB school board
are in line with the reckless policy of the
other school district in Fairbanks, the
Yukon-Koyukuk
School
District
(YKSD). This smaller district operates
nine schools in the Unincorporated
Borough of the state along with a
correspondence school with offices
statewide.
Since September, no fewer than four
teachers and their families have been
infected with COVID-19 in YKSD
schools and teacher housing.
YKSD did not adopt the Smart Start
2020 State of Alaska guidelines nor did it
comply with the CDC guidelines. Instead,
when there is a COVID case in its school
or in the district office in Fairbanks, the
district closes the facility for two weeks
and simply reopens, irrespective of the
level of COVID-19 presence in the
school or in the village or city where the
schools are located.
The district has no posted COVID-19
mitigation plan on its website,
www.yksd.com. As in the case of
FNSBSD, YKSD is practicing herd
immunity, allowing teachers and students
to repeatedly become infected.
All of its nine schools have been closed
at least once during the first four months
of the school year, and some have been
closed for COVID infections on three
occasions!
Infections among highest in nation
Alaska’s COVID-19 infection rate is
one of the highest in the nation. Infection
rates in Native Alaskan villages continue
to rise, with village schools serving as
hubs for large scale COVID-19
infections, such as in the Alaskan Native
Villages of Arctic Village, Chevak, and in
the Lower Kuskokwim region.
COVID-19 infections are lifelong. It is
irresponsible to open schools when there
is widespread community transmission of
the novel coronavirus in Alaska.
Teachers, students and parents in
FNSBSD and in the YKSD schools must
push back and defend the lives of
themselves and their families and
communities and villages.
If this is not done, more teachers,
students and family members will
become infected with COVID-19, and
that is an outcome we must oppose. n

italist virus – born and bred in the rapacious land uses of capitalist growth and
agriculture, and fed by the inaction and
denial of the likes of Donald Trump.”
It is unacceptable that in the face of the
COVID contagion American workers are
either uninsured or under-insured; furthermore, that hospitals across the country have been closed in the name of profit
while communities’ needs are the greatest; that lack of PPE and ventilators has
become the benchmark of government
inaction in the face of growing numbers
of infections; and that the inhabitants of
nursing homes, homeless shelters,
prisons, and schools are now the fodder
for the disease.
All of this while the rich retreat to their
yachts and second homes to avoid infec-

tion.” We must take the profit motive out
of health care and demand:
l Free health care for all, for life, including virus testing, PPE, and vaccines!
l Nationalize the health care industry
including hospitals & pharmaceutical
giants!
l Re-open the closed hospitals and
clinics & place them under worker &
community control!
l For a massive expansion of medical
facilities serving the communities of the
oppressed and the poor!
l For an all out crash campaign to
make life-saving vaccines available to everyone!
Whatever it takes – tax the rich, defund
the military – people before profits! n

... right-wing mayhem in D.C.
Whether or not the relative absence of security forces on Jan. 6 will be attributed
to Trump himself or to complicit racist
security forces remains to be determined.
Biden, himself, with a decades long
record of complicity with, if not facilitation of southern racist segregation norms,
not to mention his more recent role crafting racist mass incarceration oriented
legislation, felt the need to comment on
the near absence of security forces.
Said Biden, “No one can tell me that if
it had been a group of Black Lives Matter
protesting yesterday, they would have
been treated very, very differently from
the mob of thugs that stormed the Capitol.
We all know that’s true. And it’s unacceptable. Totally unacceptable.”
Debate over Trump impeachment
Whether to impeach Trump with a second House resolution or to press his now

sures, where daily COVID-19 deaths
have reached 4,000, where a raging climate crisis threatens cataclysmic disaster
and the U.S. imperial war machine inflicts daily horrors on poor and oppressed
people around the world – neither party
of the ruling rich has any solutions.
Historical truths revealed
The unfolding events surrounding the
storming of the Capitol inadvertently revealed some historical truths long hidden
from public scrutiny. Illinois Democratic
Sen. Dick Durbin, for example, in countering Texas senator Ted Cruz’s joint session
move to establish a commission to review
the elections results rather than certify
them as the law requires, invoked the
memory of an 1877 Electoral College
commission whose “compromise” effectively changed the outcome of the 1876
election.
Referring to this “devastating Compromise of 1877” Durbin stated, “The senator

Democrats to part with Biden. Indeed, the
ruling class as a whole understands quite
well that a Biden presidency, minus
Trump’s moronic bluster and incompetence will not differ in its fundamentals
from the decisive bipartisan polices
adopted over the past four years.
No insurrection or coup attempt
“What happened at the U.S. Capitol
yesterday was an insurrection against the
United States, incited by the president,”
said Democratic Party’s now Senate Majority leader Chuck Schumer of New
York. Republican Senate Minority Leader
Mitch McConnell from Kentucky called
the attack a “failed insurrection.”
[Editor’s note: With the recent election
of Georgia Senators Jon Ossoff and Reverend Raphael Warnock the Democrats
captured the Senate majority.]
Contrary to the multiple assertions of insurrection or an attempted coup, what took
place on Jan. 6 was the product of the de-

estranged VP Pence to invoke the 25th
amendment to immediately remove
Trump from office are among the issues
now under discussion at a time when
Trump’s very stability, if not sanity, is
being questioned as never before.
House Speaker Pelosi was reported to
have called General Mark Milley, chair of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, to discuss barring Trump from access to the secret
doomsday security codes required to
launch nuclear war!
The 25th amendment allows Vice President Pence and a majority of Trump’s sitting cabinet to affirm that the president is
unable to fulfill the duties of his office. If
they should so affirm,
Pence, who to date has declined to invoke the 25th amendment, would immediately become the acting president,
following a required two-thirds vote of
the House and Senate.
In the waning days of Trump’s presidency neither of the above scenarios is
likely. Should one or another come to
pass nothing of great import for the
American people will result, other than
the further humiliation and possible prosecution of an already ruling class-discredited Trump and a legal ban on his running
for president in 2024.
On the real issues of the day – the great
issues of out times – an unprecedented
economic crisis where the real rates of
unemployment and underemployment
have approached 40 percent, where millions face immediate eviction or foreclo-

from Texas says we just want to create a
little commission. Ten days, we’re going
to audit all the states…and find out what
actually occurred. It’s parallel to 1876,
Hayes and Tilden. Don’t forget what that
commission achieved: It was a commission that killed Reconstruction, that established Jim Crow, that even after a Civil
War which tore this nation apart, it re-enslaved African Americans, and it invited
the voter suppression we are still fighting
today.”
Perhaps well intentioned, Durbin, a
Democrat, got some of his facts wrong.
The 1876 election between Republican
Rutherford Hayes and Democrat Samuel
Tilden saw Tilden win the popular vote.
But Republican Hayes negotiated an Electoral College win based on his agreement
to withdraw the occupying Northern federal troops from the Southern States.
The North’s troops were permanently
stationed there at the end of the Civil War
to prevent the defeated slavocracy plantation owners, founders of the Democratic
Party, White Citizens Councils and the Ku
Klux Klan, from regaining power and effectively nullifying the newly-enacted constitutional amendments that guaranteed
equal rights to former slaves.
In short, in return for the presidency the
Republicans placed the former slavocracy
Democrats back in power, where their
heirs, including those who joined the Republicans in the Nixon era, remain today.
In any case, today’s Republicans had no
such booty to offer or inclination to entice

lusions of an egomaniac narcissist accidental president, Donald Trump, who believed
that he could game the capitalist system
and bypass its fundamental ruling class
power brokers, not to mention its beholden
national security state apparatus and military establishment. All of the above largely
deserted Trump either during the pre-election period or immediately after.
Today’s class polarization

((continued from page 2)

The Jan. 6 DC Trump mobilization was
matched by much smaller mobilizations in
other cities, including in Los Angeles,
where a Black woman observing the event
was brutally attacked.
The fact that some 74 million voted for
Trump in 2020 informs us that in increasingly desperate times, wherein millions of
workers and small business owners have
seen their lives fundamentally undermined
by massive plant closures, pension and
health care losses and a generalized bipartisan attack on their standard of living and
quality of life, significant numbers have
turned to reactionary “anti-establishment”
demagogues like Trump.
We have seen similar phenomenon
around the world from, England to Eastern
Europe to Brazil. In the U.S. many supporters of these reactionary currents, but
far from all, have been imbued with virulent scapegoating racist and anti-immigrant prejudice.
In these increasingly difficult times they
are susceptible to Trump’s hatemongering
and even more so to high-powered tirades

against the corporate “Washington, D.C.
swamp dwellers.” But these currents have
far from coalesced into fascist-type formations that in times of great stress and
when powerful working class mobilizations threaten capitalist power are called on
to use force and violence to defend capitalist rule.
No such fascist force exists today. Indeed, of the tens of thousands of Trumpists
in Washington on Jan. 6 only a relative
handful of posturing bigots and individuals
associated with Proud Boy neo-Nazis
stormed the Capitol, believing with zero
foundation that they could alter the Nov. 3
election result, not to mention the nature of
”democratic” capitalist rule.
Humanity’s future
In glaring contrast, an estimated 20 million youth and working people in 2,000
U.S, cities joined the summer Black Lives
Matter mobilizations that exceeded in
sheer numbers any other working class
mobilizations in U.S. history.
Today, neither the reactionary Trumpists
or the fighters for Black freedom, liberation and social equality have established
definitive forms of organization, the

former tied to an increasingly discredited
ranting demagogue incapable of dealing
with an out-of-control deadly pandemic
and a debilitating economic crisis and the
latter momentarily detoured into the graveyard of social movements, the Democratic
Party.
Today, humanity’s future rests more than
ever in the capacity of working people to
build new and independent fighting formations to defend their interests and meet
the challenge posed by capitalist barbarism. This will in time focus on the building of a qualitatively expanded, militant
and democratically organized trade union
movement in alliance with all the oppressed and exploited. Such a movement
will champion workers’ interests in communities across the country—at the point
of production and in the political arena—
via the formation of a mass fighting labor
party.
Humanity’s future also rests on the emergence and consolidation of a new and independent Black, Latinx and Native
American leadership to champion the
struggles of the most oppressed and exploited and establish democratic control of
their communities while opening the way
to the formation of independent Black and
Brown parties in the political arena.
To help organize and unify the diverse
social struggles ahead requires the construction of a deeply rooted mass revolutionary socialist party. Socialist Action
aspires to be that party. Join us!
n
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Strike wave in India
biggest in world history
BY MARTY GOODMAN
As many as 250 million farmers,
workers and students in India were on
strike Nov. 26 against the right-wing policies of Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and his Hindu chauvinist Bharatiya Janata Party’s (BJP)—the biggest strike in
world history!
The struggle mobilized millions of
farmers—thousands of them on tractors—joined by striking workers and students all across India.
The protesters were enraged at Modi’s
three new laws that favor agribusiness
over small farmers, a threat to the survival
of India’s impoverished rural workforce.
Modi’s changes undermine long-standing
governmental measures that stabilize crop
prices in the form of a Minimum Support
Price and limits to corporate hording and
price gouging.
The changes, pitched as eliminating redtape, encourage monopoly agribusiness
and ultimately food export, policies favored by the World Bank and U.S. imperialism. The changes were rammed
through last September.
India’s COVID-19 pandemic, second
only to the U.S. in COVID deaths, resulted in tens of millions losing their jobs,
which Modi saw as an “opportunity in
crisis,” a ready excuse to enact a ruthless
“disaster capitalism” free-market economic plan favorable to his billionaire
pals.
Crisis of Indian agriculture
The Nov. 26 mobilization was organized by 10 national trade unions, which
includes 300 farmers’ organizations and
smaller labor groups. It outlined 12points of agreement: reverse the recent
government repeal of labor and farm
price protections; end the privatization of
public companies, and relief from India’s
sharp economic crisis.
Some 60% of India’s population, 1.3
billion, own small farms or are agricultural workers. Eighty-five percent own
less than 5 acres, and, of that women own
only 13%, leaving them most vulnerable
to corporations.
Neo-liberal policies, begun in earnest in
the ‘90’s, saw the collapse of fuel subsidizes, the increasing cost of fertilizers and
pesticides, making small farming extremely difficult. Fifty percent of all children suffered malnutrition before
COVID. Reflecting the extreme crisis of
Indian agriculture, estimates of farmer
and wage laborer suicides in 2019 run
from over 10,000 to 42,480. Five farmers
committed suicide during the recent protests alone.
Said one protesting farmer, “I am a
small farmer but land is my mother. It
never leaves us hungry. How can we
abandon it? As far as this struggle is concerned, we are sure we will win this
struggle. Nobody has witnessed this kind
of movement here, where people from all
castes and religions have come forward
to fight unjust laws.”
One striking worker stated, “We are
barely able to survive, ground down between price rises on the one hand and low
wages on the other. Now, they have
changed labor laws so that employers are
sitting on our chests,” referring to the new

Labor Codes that have relaxed rules for
firing workers, embolden bosses, and
make union activism difficult.
Government repression
In one video, a protester told a cop, “this
is a revolution, sir.” The protesters were
frequently met with clubs, water cannons,
police barricades and arrests as they
headed toward New Delhi. Aiming to
stop the rally, the government has filed an
affidavit in the Supreme Court, where it
claimed disruption of the Republic Day
parade will be an “embarrassment to the
nation.”
In the meantime, thousands protest
daily across India. As of this writing (Jan.
13), tens of thousands have set up camp
in New Delhi in anticipation of the Republic Day demonstration.
The Jan. 9 New York Times reported,
“The farmers have turned a roughly 10mile stretch of highway into the site of a
well-organized community. Many of the
farmers are Sikh, and they said their beliefs and sense of tradition had helped
them make the sacrifices to sustain the
protests.”
BJP leaders have used terms against the
farmers from calling them agents of Pakistan and China to being Sikh separatists.
As many as 60 of the peaceful protesters
have died, five by suicide and others from
illness and winter conditions.
On Jan. 12, India’s Supreme Court issued a hold on implementation of the new
laws pending ongoing negotiations with
the mass peasant and worker movements,
a clear sign that the massive protests have
India’s rulers worried.
During the hearing, the Supreme Court
said that it may set up of a committee to
find ways to resolve the impasse.
Reacting to this proposal, Samyukt
Kisan Morcha, an umbrella body of 40
farmer unions, expressed disappointment
at the denial of an opportunity to present

arguments about a Supreme Court committee.
They said, “While all organizations
welcome the suggestions of the Hon’ble
Supreme Court to stay the implementation of the farm laws, they are collectively and individually not willing to
participate in any proceedings before a
committee that may be appointed by the
Honorable Supreme Court.”
Farmers are demanding that a special
session of Parliament be convened and
the new farm laws abolished.
Farmers vs. agribusiness
Nevertheless, negotiations with the government seem to be ongoing.
Modi’s agricultural “reforms” follow
economic models favored by the U.S.
controlled World Bank, which promote
an agribusiness export model, one that
deprives populations of domestically produced nutritious foods—essentially feeding the West but leaving underdeveloped
countries dependent on Western “aid” and
thereby ripe for political manipulation.
Developments in Indian agriculture
mirror the international crisis of farming
and the ever-encroaching takeover of
small family holdings by giant agri-business combines. An estimated 70% of all
farmland around the world is controlled
by only 1% of agri-business conglomerates. In the U.S., small farmers have
long suffered from government policies
of deregulating and privatizing the agricultural sector.
Narenda Modi: Right-wing bigot
Modi is a long-time member of
the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh
(RSS), an extremist Hindu nationalist organization. As Chief Minister of the state
of Gujarat in 2002, Modi oversaw pogroms against Muslims that left an estimated 2,000 people dead.
In Dec. 2019, Modi enacted the antiMuslim Citizenship Amendment Act
(CAA), an anti-Muslim naturalization
law. Under the CAA, Hindu, Sikh, Jain,

Parsi and Christian minorities from
neighboring Bangladesh, Pakistan and
Afghanistan are eligible to become citizens, if they came to India before Dec.
31, 2014. Muslims were not included.
Massive protests followed, which resulted in widespread police brutality and
thousands of arrests.
The ongoing struggle
Thus far, the mass movement leaderships have not back peddled on demanding the complete reversal of the three
agricultural laws, a good sign of unity.
Many have also noted the profound
unity in action between Hindu, Muslim,
Sikh, etc. protesters as well as members
of different castes, including the doubly
oppressed Dalits (Untouchables) and
other “scheduled” classes, an especially
sharp rebuke to Modi and his BJP bigots!
Yet, to be most effective the mass
strikes and mobilizations need to be ongoing, not one-day actions and take on a
permanent character to defeat the neo-liberal onslaught.
Nor can this crisis be solved by the electoral removal of Modi, and in particular,
by electoral blocks with capitalist parties
like the Congress Party, an essential prop
of the Indian order. Such alliances with
the class enemy—even as a temporary
electoral block against Modi—can only
hold back the working-class struggle.
Ultimately, only the overthrow of a
heartless capitalist system in the throes of
crisis and its replacement by a workers’
revolution can truly end the appalling
misery of the Indian masses. Vitally necessary is the task of a yet to be constructed revolutionary party.
Since November there have been international solidarity protests, including in
the United States, Canada, the UK, Australia, and New Zealand, but more needs
to be done. The entire international labor
movement must ramp-up its solidarity
with the epic struggle unfolding in India
today.
n
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